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ABSTRACT
Developments in financial sector not only contributed more efficient functioning of the financial markets, but also gave way to unsteadiness. Regulations builded up to lessen unsteadiness gradually turned
into more complicated rules set and this transformation put auditors on the spot.
Contradictions that will emerge from transitions between principle-based or rule-based regulation
approach, rules which takes place in same authority’s different regulations on same subject or different
regulations of different authorities on same subject unquestionably affect auditors as much as the practitioners. Such situations called regulatory paradox may lead to unexpected results or clash between the aim
and the actual results of the regulation.
Audit is, evaluation of financial statements and other financial informations prepared as a result of
the economic activities of a business through books, records and documents by implementing international
independent audit techniques which predicted in international auditing standards and putting the outcomes
in a report. In this paper, the effects of regulatory paradox on auditors have been evaluated and solution
offers have been discussed.
Keywords: Regulation paradox, Principle-Based Regulation, Rule-Based Regulation
1. INTRODUCTION
A paradox is a statement or group of statements that leads to a contradiction or a situation which
defies intuition, in Turkish Language Association dictionary it is described as an opinion against deeply rooted beliefs, kind of a contradiction(www.wikipedia.org).
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Regulation doesn’t have an accepted definition in the international arena. Every constitutional, legal
or institutional regulations and other kind of public policies and practises put into effect by government for
social and economic goals are described as regulations. According to another definition, it is public restrictions that brought on natural and legal persons power of discretion, supported by the threat of sanctions.
(Karaosmanoğlu, 2006;7).
In broader sense, getting under control, directing or shaping out every kind of activity and process
via rules prepared by any sanction making authority or mechanism, suggestions, restrictions or incentives
is described as regulation activity. (Türkkan, 2001, s. 110-111).
Regulation, as being a basically political and economic term, deals within different economic systems
and legal form frameworks surrounding them and contains questions like which activities should be presented by goverment, how to tax different kinds of activities, which goods could be owned, how to organize different type of activities, what kind of responsibility should be assumed in the face of social problems and externalities.
When all the world examples are handled comparatively it is seen that regulatory interventions are
mostly in the financial sector. Its main reason is the importance of financial markets in increasing society's
welfare and providing sustainable economic growth and the sitituation of financial markets being inevitably under constant risk and uncertainty
As a matter of fact, with the ongoing global financial crisis, debates concerning the need of over-regulation of the financial market or deregulation are gained momentum again. Based on extreme two points,
these discussions refer to a paradoxical situation in essence. Because, before the financial crisis, it was suggested making as less as possible regulation which has been represented by principle-based regulation
approach nearly by everyone, nowadays a shift towards over-regulation which has been represented by
rule-based regulation approach is witnessed. Thus, perceiving the regulatory paradox initially as contradictions between regulatory approaches and regulations of the same and/or different authority’s on the same
subject would be an accurate approach.
In this paper, the question of what could be the effects of contradictions in the regulations on the auditors in the context of financial regulations has been tried to answer. Firstly, principle and rule based regulation approaches are handled, secondly problems of auditors are evaluated that may result from contradictions which will emerge from transitions between these regulation approaches and contradictions of
regulation differences Lastly, potential solution suggestions are discussed.
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2. CONTRADICTIONS IN REGULATIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON AUDITORS
2.1. Regulation approaches and effects of contradictions in these approaches
There are different approaches to reveal the causes of financial regulations. The efforts to discover
the causes in the basis of regulations of these different approaches, provide both opportunities for optimum regulation design and newly regulation structures in accordance with the changing conditions. (Yay,
Yay ve Yılmaz, 2001;62).
It is possible to define economic reasons of financial market regulation mainly under six headings
(Kılıç, 2007;54-55):
- Systemic problems like financial crisis and the instability caused by externalities (as a special case
of market failure),
- Other failures in the market and the imperfect competition,
- The need of monitoring the market and the scale economies arising from these activities
- Adverse selection and moral hazard problems
- Protection of investors (establishment of investor confidence in the market, protection of investors
from fraudulent behavior, full public disclosure, accurate determination of prices, prevention of discrimination among investors
-Regulation demands of the sector
In accordance with this reasons, regulations are developed with a principle-based or rule based approach.
2.1.1. Principle-based regulation
In principle-based regulation approach, the goal of the regulatory authorities is to ensure the sense
of responsibility of persons or organizations when performing their activities. Regarding the fulfillment of
the stated goal, self evaluation of their own performance by regulatory authorities and determining the
policies that will be formed according to the results of this evaluation assessed as an indicator of success of
this approach.
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Difference between principles and rules can be explained with examples of speed limits: While a
principle says “in all the circumstances, do not drive faster than the reasonable and prudent speed!”,
a rule says “do not drive faster than 55 kms per hour!” (Ford, 2007;8). In other words, a rule generally requires a behavior determined by the one who set based on facts A principle may require explanation and interpretation both the behaviour and the rules based on general facts set by the decision makers.
While being attractive for regulatory authorities and organizations, rules based on very strict
regulations may lead to some problems. Llewellyn (2001;12-13) summarizes these problems as follows.
 An inflexible approach based on detailed rules, may hinder regulated institutions from choosing the lowest cost way for them.
 Detailed and extensive rules can waylay innovation.
 A regime based on strict rules, focuses on transactions of financial institutions rather than the
ultimate aims and results of regulatory authority. This may block implementing the essence of regulations.
 While news rules are added to the regulatory system over time and very few rules are removed from the system, an “accumulation of rules" may occur.
 With the concerns of sanctions, regulated institutions, may spend too much time and effort to
ensure internal compliance. In this sense, due to rule-based approach, regulation may be more stringent and detailed than the regulatory authority had planned.
 Detailed rules are not flexible in practise and their respond to market conditions are not sufficient.
Detailed rules can not fully cover the regulated field such as principles and this situation can lead
to a potential “moral hazard”.
Rules which are voluminous, detailed and therefore difficult to understand routes the sector
towards mechanical implementation of the rules rather than implementing the essence of regulations
and interferes the real purpose of the regulatory authority. This concept constitutes the basis justification of principle-based approach.
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It is true that the principles-based approach would decrease the volume of regulations, but it should not be thought this decrease amount would be too much. Because, it is not possible that regulations related to financial sector only to be composed of high-level principles. On the contrary, rules
which will facilitate understanding of principles and show how an implementation should be always
will continue to be an important regulatory tool. Rules will always be, for the purpose of providing sufficient, consistent and comparable informations to investors. In this sense, it would be correct to say
that rather than being a structure consisting only of the principles, priciple-based approach is a mixed
structure consisting of rules and principles. (Lenihan ve Hume, 2003;6-11).
Principles-based approach may result in regulation spaces in some areas. In corporate governance principles which has been left to the discretion of corporations while a disclosure is required in the
activity report about payments like salaries, premiums and dividends made to board members and
administrators in one year period, nowadays at G-20 meetings rules curbing that payments are being
discussed can be shown as an example of this case. Similarly, while there are standards which have no
enforceable principles developed by IOSCO instead of a set of standards as independent auditing standards for the working of the principles and procedures of credit rating agencies, once again at G-20
meetings decision that have been taken to supervise and control these institutions also constitutes
another example.
2.1.2. Rule Based Regulation
In a recent research done by Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation, the answers of 440
bankers from 54 countries, showed that “increase in regulations” is regarded as the most important
banking risk of the year, especially because of its negative effects like diminishing banks’ resources,
decreasing diversification of the risk and composing false safety perception. To characterize the regulations which were done for ensuring safety in financial markets, as the most important banking risk
by the bankers, shows that cost-benefit balance had fallen off in favor of cost. In this context, the occasion which is arisen after applying regulations differ from the purposes of the regulations (regulatory
paradox).
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In modern economies, an independent market without regulations can’t be thought because of its
necessity but it is the fact that the regulations including detailed rules can cause considerable costs at least
as market failures’. Especially in which capital flows have been increased, today’s financial markets are
very sensitive to the detailed rules, because of this characteristic. While right regulations have got strenght
effects to financial markets and domestic economy through bringing capital into country, excessive regulations which include detailed rules can cause additional costs and reverse effects as running away capital
and corporations from the country.
Regulations, mainly represent the rules which made for removing market failures and providing the
safety atmosphere by overcoming uncertainties which probably come into being in the market in legal platform. But, beside purposes it carries, each rule also causes some costs in terms of parties. Regulation’s
arbitrages, moral hazard risks sourced from regulations, non flexible and preventive innovations regulation approaches, competitive distorting rules, complexity in regulations, the reflex of solving problems
through designed additional regulations represent the most pronounced examples of regulation failures.
In this context, detailed rules cause more costs, rather than providing the purposes of the regulations
to the relevant parties. Indeed, the results of the search, made by Kılıç, aimed to indicate the 1.055 companies’ costs of adaptation to the capital markets regulations show that it can be YTL 28.5 million savings
can be achieved annually basis in the short term by simplifying and changing regulations according to the
proposals. This amount also represents approximately 9 % of the adaptation costs ( Kılıç,2007: 287).
Besides this, regulations complexity may be arised from detailed rules, regulation conflicts or regulation overlaps can prevent also supervision’s efficiency.
The reasons of designing detailed rules’ necessity can be summarized as the following.
 Regulations purposing the solution for national or global unsteadies
After the last financial crisis, especially the delegates of the member countries of G-20 have frequently met and made cooperations about how the mentioned financial crisis can be gotten over, by identifying the reasons that caused the crisis. And it started to prepare new regulations according to these identified reasons. With this respect, again after a crisis, the reasons caused the crisis will be sourced for additional regulations and its additional costs.
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Financial markets have been a market in which innovations update and new products put on the
market constantly, when taking into consideration its changing constitutions and its Dynamics. As a
result of this dynamic constitution differentiations have seen in financial crisis which arised both in
national level and also global level.
Instabilities in financial markets, cause focusing on solutions considering the main reasons of instability and collective solutions search by international institutions, improving new rules, applying solution offers which arranged by these constitutions to the all member countries of these international
institutions without being relation, have been effect which causes detailed rules set in relevant
country’s custom and excessive regulation.
On the other hand, the matters which was composed of reaction to the instabilities and especially crisises generally weld considerably rigid regulations depending on crisis’ severity. With not to take
into consideration that this subjects actually is interested with extraordinary periods, it can be a natural part of existent regulation frame in normal market condition.
In this context, making regulations are being casuistics and solution offers set up by international constitutions reflect to all member countries can cause corruption common regulation frame of the
countries and unnecessary overlap among the regulations.
 Overlaps Across Agencies And Jurisdictions
International integration of the markets in financial sector and interaction of the markets and
lost borders between markets may cause arising sections in which overlaps across agencies and jurisdictions and contradictions across agencies and jurisdictions were lived in responsibility areas of constitutions that regulate different markets.
When analysing our financial system, institutions which operate in capital market, regulated and
supervised by Capital Markets Board of Turkey; organizations dealing with the insurance activities
regulated and supervised by Undersecretariat of Treasury; banks, leasing company, factoring company, finance company, asset management company, card system organization, card issuing organization, organizations entering into merchant agreements, information, exchange, clearing and settlement activities regulated and supervised by Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency. On the other
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hand, banks which operate in capital market and publicly held also regulated and supervised by
Capital Markets Board of Turkey according to legislation of capital market. In this sense, regulation
and supervision construction of our financial system is subjected to a functional distinction.
Result of mentioned distinction, each authority regulates and supervises in the field of own duties and jurisdiction, by taking into account international regulations and each authority regulates separately some common issues according to its interest area and authority. For instance, there are different regulations about independent audit, valuation, rating and outsourcing, of both Capital Markets
Board of Turkey and Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency. The rules that can be developed by
the each authority in terms of own priorities can create additional cost element over independent
audit, valuation, rating and outsourcing institution that wanted to be authorized by both authorities.
 Prudential approaches
Regulators in some cases can arrange regulations beyond the optimum need for regulation through extra cautious approach. For example, probability of a bank’s or a financial institution’s inability
to fulfill the obligations can be reduced to almost zero after brought very high capital requirements
and very strict rules. However, this will increase the costs of financial services. Here is an exchange
between the possibility of bankruptcy of a bank with financial intermediation costs. Wrong determination of optimum level of regulation and prudential limits lead to the detailed rules. This situation
naturally leads to emerge redundant control areas.
 Complexities in Regulations
Desinging detailed rules lead to be excessive in number of regulation and regulation complexities. This situation causes difficulties to understanding of the regulations’ purposes exactly by both parties and auditors.
2.1.3. Which One ? Rule Based Regulation or Principle Based Regulation
Market effeciency depends on the truthful and reliable information in companies' financial
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reports and independent audit reports. Likewise, following the energy giant Enron emerging accounting
scandals profoundly influenced all the markets in Global Crossing, Adelphia Communications, Tyco, AOL
Time Warner, Rite Aid, Xerox, Imclone, Worldcom, Qwest companys and Vivendi Universal and France
Telecom.
After accounting scandals in the United States the independent external audit firms and auditors were
to bear a trust loss rather than publicly-traded companies. Even more important, it has started to be grilled of the accounting standards that measures companies’ performance and are applied by auditors (Özyürek, 2002).
Therefore, especially after the Enron, auditors addressed that the need for rewieving the current accounting regulations (Bratton, 2004; 9). According to auditors, one of the most important milestones in the
way of Enron bankruptcy was to hide the risks by removing them from the balance sheet through the
Special Purpose Entities founded out of Enron and thus, rules that enabled the company to be shown more
profitable than that was.
The problem sourced from not lack of rules, on the contrary from excessive rules designed. Because
U.S. GAAP (U.S. Accounting Standards)'s over-rules-based approach caused to remove of the regulation
functionality. The core aims of the regulations had been completely neglected by companies and independent auditors. Instead of this, the rules had been applied in appearance. Companies didn’t account their
operations with their real nature. So the rule based regulations had caused a mismatch between regulatories’ perception and organized institutions in practice.
Perhaps the biggest problem in the U.S. accounting practices has been determined as the accuracy of
financial reports according to the compliance to U.S. GAAP's. In other words, in the inspection of the financial statements, "compliance to U.S. GAAP's” has been kept in the foreground instead of "substance over
form" concept (Balsarı ve Dalkılıç, 2007;111).
Audit weakness and reporting frauds at Enron and other companies caused such a belief that these
failures were sourced because of rule based regulations. Therefore, principle based regulations were judged as a "rescue vehicles".
In such an environment, Sarbanes-Oxley Act was taken effect in July 2002. Sarbanes-Oxley Act was
the beginning of a new era particularly in the fields of which it brought independent regulation and public disclosure. It had been foreseen that SEC to make necessary studies with regard to abandonment of rulebased regulation approach and the transition to principle-based financial reporting system.
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It can’t be expected that none of the rule based regulation can foresee all possible states about future. Because of the more formalist structure of the rule based regulations, the core aims of the regulations
may fall into second plan. The manipulation of the rules by the administrators, auditors or advisers is not
easy but possible. But the principles have different characteristics which enable the regulations to serve for
different cases and to be flexible. Therefore, it has been alleged that, principle based regulations can be
manipulated more difficulty.
It is accepted that the manipulation of rule based regulations causes to lose of the financial reporting
quality significantly; but principle based regulations can eliminate the “financial reporting pathology”
which can be sourced from the rule based regulations, through providing to prepare more quality reports.
But, in the final financial global crisis, central banks had to inject liquidity to the financial institutions
which execute IAS and IFRS (International Accounting Standards and Internetional Financial Reporting
Standards) can be characterized principle based regulation and have activity globally, as a result of distrust of these institutions each other.
Especially at the securitization process of the sub-prime mortgages, where there are exaggerated
qualitative and quantitative information deficiencies, it was seen again that the non-cash and agreement
commitments of the large scale investment banks can raise the volume of the off-balance sheet operations by using special purposes institutions (which can be seen at the example of the Enron).
Similarly, although the fair value approach was adopted by IAS and IFRS, the difficulties of the evaluation according to the fair value in fluctuation process at financial markets were appeared because the
active market has been disappeared. It began to be accepted that, in conditions where there are difficulties to price and deficiencies of the liquidity and trust, the evaluation is difficult and using the fair value approach causes to deep the problems moreover to spread these problems to the future periods.
These developments indicate that the principle based regulation also can be deficient to eliminate the
“financial reporting pathology” and to provide the trust in financial reports. So, it is considered more wisely
that, instead of being supporter about one regulation approach, regulations must be prepeared and enhanced in optimum approach which will consider the structure of the conditions sepcific to country, the persons
or the institutions operating in the regulated sector.
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2.1.4. The Effects of Conflicts Resulting From Regulatory Approaches
In the principle based regulation approach, because of there isn’t any aim to regulate all operational
areas, there might be regulatory loopholes because of abolishing existing rules or not regulating new operational areas consciously. This situation, may create conflict over auditors who audit about one case that
has open and low or large detailed rules, as regards the amendments of approaches and rules which based
on audits. This situation may create audit risk. To get over this situation, auditors will work to decrease
“risk of finding” which is the one of the main components of audit risk. “Risk of finding” is described as
the risk which the rest of the errors can’t be found or stopped by the internal control systems and is caused by the errors or frauds which must be discovered by the auditors using all audit techniques but can’t
be discovered. To reduce this risk, the audit techniques will be prepared more quantity and more quality
and the volume and the quality of the works will be increased. (Kaval, 2005;91-92). This situation will
create the burden of more time and more workforce over the auditors.
The rule based regulation approach has little or very open rules about the field of activities. On this
account, the transition from rule based regulation to principle based regulations and the transition from
principle based regulations to rule based regulation, may occur paradoxically because of approach amendment. A similar paradox may occur about alleviation of existent rules. In such a case, auditors will concentrate determination of control risk, which is the another component of audit risk. Control risk is defined as
risks which can not be counteracted by internal control and accounting system. It can not be a realized
errors or risks and as long as a decrease of internal control system effectiveness, this risk will increase.
Therefore, there will be a focus on whether there is an occurrence of internal control systems according
with regulations which may or may not have certain rules.
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Audit Risks Arising From Regulation Approaches
Risk of Finding
Field of Activities

Principle Based Regulation

Control Risk
Field of Activities

Rule Based Regulation

2.2. Conflicts and Effects On Regulations
Conflicts in the regulations may occur due to different regulations of the same authority about the
same subjects and/or different regulations of different authorities about the same subjects.
If there are different regulations of the same authority on the same subject, auditors will prefer to
apply the regulations which will create desired results in terms of financial statements. For example, according to Capital Markets Board regulations, financial statements must be prepared in accordance with IAS
and IFRS. In spite of this general mandatory rule, there is a special article on financial reporting of repo
or reverse repo transactions in Capital Markets Board’s Serial:V N.7- Communiqué on Repurchase and
Reverse Repurchase Agreements. According to this article, the commitment and liabilities stemming from
the repo transactions shall be monitored as a separate item under assets and liabilities of the balance
sheet. Furthermore, these commitments and liabilities shall be explained in detail in the footnotes as
regards their maturity. Thus, according to Capital Markets Board repo and reverse repo transactions are
evaluated as certain buying or selling transaction. On the other hand, IAS 39 envisages that the securities
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subject to repo transactions shall not be derecognized. So, there is a contradiction between the rules on the
same subject.
The conflicts arising from different regulations of different authorities about the same subjects can
occur due to diverse regulatory approaches (principle based or rule based) and/or priorities. For instance,
the different criteria which are envisaged by Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency and Capital
Markets Board for independent audit firms and rating agencies can be a clear example of this fact. Another
example can be given on audit issue. According to Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency regulations, like banks, it is cumpolsory for factoring, leasing and finance companies to set aside provisions for
NPLs. But, unlike banks, these provisions are not accepted as a expenditure in the calculation of corporate tax according to tax regulations. So auditors must prepare different financial statements for Ministry of
Finance and BRSA, based on different regulations. Thus, repeated work will be done, giving a way for cost
and time ineffiencies. Besides, auditors have to follow the regulaions of different authorities closely and
adopt themselves to amendments fastly.
But, if the same authority has conflicting regulations on the same subject or there are different regulations of different authorities on the same subject, it is not going to be a true approach to say that these
situations will create control risk or risk of finding which are composing the sub-subjects of audit risk, like
in the regulatory approahes. On the other hand, if these issues can’t be understood properly, it is accepted
that these situations can create reputation risk for auditors, especially in the eyes of related authorities.
3. CONCLUSION
Regulatory paradox can be defined as a process that regulations do not create expected results or the
results of the regulations conflict with previously intended targets. This situation may occur in transition
from principled based regulations to rule based regulations and vice versa or also may occur in the situation of different regulations of the same authority about the same subjects or different regulations of different authorities about same subjects.
Naturally, both regulatory authorities and auditors do not wish to encounter this paradoxial process.
So, to ensure communication among regulatory authorities and auditors in the preparation process of regulations and to enforce regulations through a well-defined colsultation mechanism will be the right appro-
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ach. Consultation mechanism is the process of providing necessary environment to exchange the views between the responsible regulatory authority and all related and affected parties. This provides an opportunity for the regulated sector to reflect its own opinion, experience and specialities to the regulations. A consultation mechanism also provides important information about the applicability of regulation and desinings of adequate audit to the regulatory authorities.
On the other hand, it should not be overlooked that both international rules and local conditions must
be taken into account in the preparation process of the regulations. So, it is necessary that auditors should
follow international developments at least as much as regulatory authorities and should realize this in an
inquisitorial manner. Developing such a logic will help us to understand more clearly the objectives and
targets of regulatory authorities during the preparation process of regulations. If audits are realized in consistent with these targets and objectives, it is possible to ensure that expected effectiveness of audits would
be in the highest level.
And it can be stated that minimizing the negative effects of the regulatory paradox on auditors can
be achieved by ensuring standardization through the establishment of “quality assurance system” like
mechanisms which pursue the same objective as the internal control systems that are questioned or examined in the audited institutions.
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